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Abstract Clustering is widely used in bioinformatics to
find gene correlation patterns. Although many algorithms
have been proposed, these are usually confronted with
difficulties in meeting the requirements of both automation
and high quality. In this paper, we propose a novel algo-
rithm for clustering genes from their expression profiles.
The unique features of the proposed algorithm are twofold:
it takes into consideration global, rather than local, gene
correlation information in clustering processes; and it
incorporates clustering quality measurement into the clus-
tering processes to implement non-parametric, automatic
and global optimal gene clustering. The evaluation on
simulated and real gene data sets demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm.
Keywords Bioinformatics  Microarray 
Gene expression  Clustering  Data mining
1 Introduction
Recently developed biological experimental techniques,
such as microarrays, allow the expression level of thou-
sands of genes to be monitored in parallel [2]. However,
the advent of high-throughput experimental data, such as
microarray data, also brings challenges to researchers: how
can we process large amount of gene expression data to
reveal inherent relationships among genes?
Gene clustering is among those approaches that reveal
inherent relationships among genes. Genes that are grouped
into the same cluster usually have similar expression pat-
terns, and are supposed to be biologically relevant under
certain experimental conditions. Based on this assumption,
clustering becomes a way of identifying sets of genes that
are putatively co-regulated. From these sets, biologists
might design new experiments to test them or reconstruct
gene regulatory networks from them. For instance, if the
regulatory mechanism is known for some genes in one
cluster, it could be assumed that other genes in the cluster are
also related to this regulation mechanism. This hypothesis
could be tested by gene knock-out experiments, or directly
assessing the transcription-factor binding [5]. Due to the
important roles that clustering plays in biological research, it
has become a widely used tool for gene expression analysis.
Although a number of algorithms that cluster genes from
their expression profiles have been proposed [3, 4, 12–14],
they are usually confronted with the following problems:
• Predefined clustering parameters. In most cases, algo-
rithms require some parameters pre-defined by users for
clustering. In real applications, however, it is hard for
biologists to determine the suitable parameters manually
[18]. On the other hand, the predefined parameters may
not guarantee the optimal clustering results.
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• Local clustering optimization. Most algorithms exploit
local, rather than global, correlation information among
genes (e.g. one-to-one similarity) for clustering. This
might lead to the clusters being locally, rather than
globally, optimal.
• Post-clustering quality validation. Many measurements
for clustering quality validation have been proposed,
such as the Rand statistic, Jaccard coefficient and
Hubert’s C statistic indices [9]. However, they are
mainly used for validating the quality of final clustering
results. The work is absent on how to incorporate these
measurements into the clustering process to improve
clustering quality and implement automatic clustering
without predefined parameters.
Tseng and Kao [18] tried to incorporate Hubert’s C
statistic index into a clustering algorithm to implement
parameter-less gene clustering. The clustering results are
non-hierarchical. Their algorithm, however, is still based
on local gene correlation information, i.e. one-to-one
similarities. This leads to local, rather than global, optimal
clustering results.
The work in this paper aims to develop a novel clustering
algorithm that strives to solve the above problems. This
algorithm, named Non-Parametric Global Gene Clustering
(NPGGC), adapts the idea of incorporating a quality vali-
dation measurement into the clustering process to
implement non-parametric clustering and improve cluster-
ing quality. The algorithm is actually based on a matrix
model that models relationships among genes, as well as
matrix operations especially matrix partitioning. The matrix
model captures all correlation information among genes and
is manipulated as a whole when clustering. The algorithm
therefore takes into account the global gene correlation
information in the clustering process and achieves global
optimal results. Meanwhile, the clusters produced from this
algorithm are in a hierarchical structure, which reveals more
correlation relationships between clusters. As suggested in
Tseng and Kao’s [18] work, Hubert’s C statistic index
might be the best measurement for both partition-based and
density-based clustering methods when applied to both low-
similarity and high-similarity data sets. In our algorithm,
thereby, we use Hubert’s C statistic index to control clus-
tering quality and implement clustering automation. The
outcomes of this work provide biologists with an insight on
the design of new experiments to discover unknown inter-
action patterns among genes. The hierarchical and mutual
relationships among genes, which are revealed by this work,
give an overview of a gene correlation map. Potentially,
they could then be utilized for other purposes such as the
reconstruction of gene regulatory networks.
The paper is organized as follows: in the following Sect.
2, we present our NPGGC algorithm step by step via some
sub-sections. A brief overview of Hubert’s C statistic is
also included in this section. Section 3 presents evaluation
results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
In Sect. 4, we discuss some distinct features of our algo-
rithm with comparisons to other representative clustering
algorithms. The conclusions and some future research
directions are given in the last section. The software of our
algorithm NPGGC is available at http://www.deakin.edu.
au/*jingyu/NPGGC.zip.
2 Non-parametric global gene clustering
The non-parametric global gene clustering (NPGGC)
algorithm is based on a gene similarity matrix model,
whose entries are gene similarity values. Gene similarity
values are calculated from their gene expression profiles
obtained from microarray experiments. Actually, expres-
sion profiles for all the genes involved in a microarray
experiment can be represented as vectors
Gi ¼ ðGi;1; Gi;2; . . .; Gi;nÞ; i ¼ 1; . . .; m;
where m is the number of genes in the data set, n the
number of conditions under which a microarray experiment
was conducted or the number of samples, and Gi,j the
expression level of gene i under the condition j. The
similarity smij between two genes i and j is calculated as
follow:
smij ¼ jGi  GjjjjGijj2  jjGjjj2
;
where
Gi  Gj ¼
Xn
k¼1
Gi;kGj;k; and jjGijj2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Gi  Gi
p
:
This cosine similarity measure is a simplified form of
the widely used correlation coefficient similarity measure.
The adaptation of this measure is based on two reasons:
firstly, this measure takes into account the change ratios,
rather than the absolute changes, of gene expression values
and could more reasonably reflect the similarity of two
genes under same conditions; secondly, this simplified
form could reduce the cost of similarity computation. The
similarities between genes can then be represented in an
m · m similarity matrix (SM), where
SM ¼ ½smijmm:
Each row/column of the matrix SM therefore represents
a gene.
We also define another matrix, named co-existence
matrix (CM), to indicate whether two genes are assigned
into the same cluster. In fact, CM is an m · m matrix
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CM ¼ ½cmijmm;
where
cmij ¼
1 if genes i and j are in the same cluster
0 otherwise:
(
Based on these two symmetric gene correlation matrices
SM and CM, we present our clustering algorithm in the
following sub-sections. Prior to this, we will briefly
introduce the Hubert’s C statistic index which is to be
incorporated into the proposed algorithm.
2.1 Hubert’s C statistic
The Hubert’s C statistic [7] is defined as follows when two
matrices SM and CM are symmetric:
C ¼ 1
M
Xm1
i¼1
Xm
j¼iþ1
smij  SM
rSM
 
cmij  CM
rCM
 
;
where M = m(m – 1)/2 is the number of entries in the
double sum, SM and CM stand for the sample means of
entries in matrices SM and CM respectively, while rSM and
rCM are the sample standard deviations for matrices SM
and CM, respectively. The Hubert’s C statistic represents
the point serial correlation between the matrices SM and
CM. The value of C is within the range [–1, 1]. A higher C
value indicates a better clustering quality [18].
For matrices SM and CM, the values of SM; CM; rSM
and rCM in our algorithm are actually calculated as
follows:
SM ¼ 1
M
Xm1
i¼1
Xm
j¼iþ1
smij; CM ¼ 1
M
Xm1
i¼1
Xm
j¼iþ1
cmij;
rSM ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
M
Xm1
i¼1
Xm
j¼iþ1
ðsmij  SMÞ
2
vuut ; and
rCM ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
M
Xm1
i¼1
Xm
j¼iþ1
ðcmij  CMÞ2
vuut :
2.2 Similarity matrix permutation
The NPGGC algorithm is based on the partitioning of the
gene similarity matrix SM. With the partitioning of
the matrix SM, i.e. the partitioning of rows and columns,
the genes are grouped into clusters accordingly. Before
partitioning, however, the similarity matrix needs to be
permuted to place those closely related genes together in
the matrix SM, such that the gene positions in the matrix
more reasonably reflect the relevance between genes within
the whole range of concerned genes. For measuring how
close two genes are related, we define the affinity of two
genes i and j as
AFði; jÞ ¼
Xm
k¼1
smi;k  smj:k:
The corresponding affinity matrix is denoted as AF
whose entries are AF(i, j). Two genes with higher affinity
would be more related with each other and should have
more chance to be grouped into the same cluster. However,
since the genes in the matrix have mutual effects, the final
gene positions in the similarity matrix should be
determined by all genes modeled as rows/columns in the
matrix. In order to globally optimize the gene position
within the similarity matrix, we define the global affinity
(GA) of matrix SM as
GAðSMÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1
Xm
j¼1
AFði; jÞ½AFði; j  1Þ þ AFði; j þ 1Þ
ð2:1Þ
where AF(i,0) = AF(i,m + 1) = 0. It can be seen from (2.1)
that GA(SM) contains all the affinities of genes in the data
set with their neighboring genes. The higher the GA(SM),
the more likely the closely related genes are put together as
neighboring genes. The purpose of similarity matrix per-
mutation is to achieve the highest GA(SM), which means
the close related genes are located closer to each other in
the matrix.
The highest GA(SM) can be achieved by swapping the
positions of every pair of columns (and rows accordingly) in
matrix AF. In fact, we denote the permuted affinity matrix
as PA. Similar to the work in [11], the algorithm for gen-
erating PA with the highest GA (SM) consists of three steps
1. Initiation. Place and fix one of the columns of AF
arbitrarily into PA.
2. Iteration. Pick each of the remaining m – i columns
(where i is the number of columns already placed in
PA) and try to place them in the remaining i + 1
positions in the PA. Choose the placement that makes
the greatest contribution to the global affinity. Continue
this step until no more columns remain to be placed.
3. Row ordering. Once the column ordering is deter-
mined, the placement of the rows should also be
changed so that their relative positions match the
relative positions of the columns.
When the highest GA(SM) is achieved, the gene positions
in SM are permuted according to the actual gene positions
in the permuted affinity matrix PA. As a result, the closely
related genes are placed together in the new permuted
similarity matrix. For simplicity, hereafter, we will still
denote this permuted similarity matrix as SM.
Med Bio Eng Comput (2007) 45:1175–1185 1177
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Figure 1 gives an example of similarity matrix permu-
tation. There are nine genes (marked G1, G2,...,G9) in this
example. The original and permuted similarity matrices are
shown in Fig. 1a and b separately. It can be seen that the
closely related genes are placed together in the permuted
similarity matrix (b) with the highest global affinity.
2.3 Matrix partitioning and clustering algorithm
Gene clustering in NPGGC is implemented by partitioning
the permuted matrix SM into four sub-matrices along its
main diagonal, i.e.
SM1,1 SM1,2
SM2,1 SM2,2
( )
Since the rows (or columns) of the permuted similarity
matrix SM represent the genes to be clustered, the genes
corresponding to the rows (or columns) of the sub-matrices
SM1,1 and SM2,2 form two clusters, while the elements of
sub-matrix SM1,2 (or SM2,1, since SM
T
2,1 = SM1,2) are
similarities between the genes that belong to these two
clusters.
The partitioning of matrix SM is equivalent to finding a
dividing point D along the main diagonal of SM. To find
this dividing point D, we define a measurement for the sub-
matrix SMp,q (1 £ p, q £ 2) as
MðSMpqÞ ¼
XdþðmdÞðp1Þ
i¼ðp1Þdþ1
XdþðmdÞðq1Þ
j¼ðq1Þdþ1 smi;j;
1 p; q 2;
where d stands for the row (and column) number of D. For
example, MðSM1;2Þ ¼
Pd
i¼1
Pm
j¼dþ1 smi;j is the sum of all
elements in the sub-matrix SM1,2. The dividing point D is
selected such that the following function is maximized
FD ¼ MðSM1;1ÞMðSM2;2Þ MðSM1;2ÞMðSM2;1Þ: ð2:2Þ
In other words, the dividing point D is selected such that
genes with high affinity are located in the same cluster
(sub-matrix), and the similarity between the clusters is low.
Once the position of dividing point D is determined, two
clusters SM1,1 and SM2,2 are determined as well. For
instance, the genes in the example of Fig. 1 are grouped
into two clusters: SM1,1 = {G1, G5, G7, G2}, SM2,2 =
{G4, G9, G3, G8, G6}, while the row (an column) number of
D is 4.
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9
G1 1 0 0 0 .47 0 .6 0 0
G2 0 1 0 0 0 0 .49 0 0
G3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .7 .66
G4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .42
G5 .47 0 0 0 1 0 .9 0 0
G6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .92 .45
G7 .6 .49 0 0 .9 0 1 0 0
G8 0 0 .7 0 0 .92 0 1 0
G9 0 0 .66 .42 0 .45 0 0 1
G1 G5 G7 G2 G4 G9 G3 G8 G6
G1 1 .47 .6 0 0 0 0 0 0
G5 .47 1 .9 0 0 0 0 0 0
G7 .6 .9 1 .49 0 0 0 0 0
G2 0 0 .49 1 0 0 0 0 0
G4 .0 0 0 0 1 .42 0 0 0
G9 0 0 0 0 .42 1 .66 0 .45
G3 0 0 0 0 0 .66 1 .7 0
G8 0 0 0 0 0 0 .7 1 .92
G6 0 0 0 0 0 .45 0 .92 1
D
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 a A gene similarity matrix. b The permuted matrix of a
Similarity Matrix 
m × m
Microarray Data 
SM
CL1 CL2
CL3 CL4
CL7 CL8 CL9 CL10
CL5 CL6
CL11    CL12
CL1
 CL 2
Matrix partitioning
Hierarchical Gene Clusters 
Fig. 2 Matrix-based
hierarchical clustering diagram
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The matrix partitioning could then be recursively
applied to the matrices SM1,1 and SM2,2. After each
recursive clustering procedure, a C statistic value for all
genes and clusters in the data set is calculated and checked
to see if this current C statistic value is greater than the
previous one. If yes, the recursive clustering procedure will
continue; otherwise, the current recursive clustering pro-
cess will revert to the previous one. This process will
continue until a higher C statistic value cannot be achieved,
i.e. the highest C statistic value is achieved. All clusters
produced from this recursive procedure hierarchically
cluster the genes. Figure 2 intuitively shows this clustering
procedure. The clustering algorithm, named Clustering, is
depicted as follow:
[Algorithm] Clustering (SM)
[Input] SM: similarity matrix;
[Output] CL = {CLi}: a set of hierarchical gene clusters;
Begin
max = 0; 
Set CL = ;
Permute SM such that (2.1) is maximized;
Partition SM such that (2.2) is maximized;
Calculate current value;
If max , then do
return;
else do
{
convert SM1,1 into the next CLi;
convert SM2,2 into the next CLj; 
CL = CL { CLi , CLj };
max = ;
Clustering (SM1,1 );
Clustering (SM2,2 );
}
Return CL;
End
From the above clustering algorithm description and the
pseudo codes, it is clear that the algorithm does not need
any predefined parameters (the only input to the algorithm
is the similarity matrix SM), clustering is automatically
conducted and controlled, and the clusters are globally
optimized with a hierarchical structure.
3 Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness of our NPGGC algorithm, we
applied it to two kinds of data sets: the first was simulated
sets in which the cluster structures were known in advance,
the second was real gene data sets including yeast cell-
cycle data sets [6] [16] and colon gene data sets [2]. The
purpose of evaluating the algorithm on the simulated data
sets was to see if the algorithm was effective in clustering
in terms of reconstructing pre-known clusters. The evalu-
ation on the real gene data sets was to see if the algorithm
was effective in terms of providing meaningful clustering
results.
Initially, we evaluated the algorithm on some simulated
data sets. The simulated data sets were generated by a
program we developed. In fact, to generate a data set, a
user only needed to set up expected numbers of clusters
and conditions in the generating program. The genes and
conditions were modeled in a matrix, with each row rep-
resented a gene while each column represented a condition.
The intersection of a row and a column represented the
expression value of a gene under a condition. The gene
expression values were generated randomly in such a way
that genes within a predetermined cluster had higher sim-
ilarity, while genes in different predetermined clusters had
no similarity, i.e. there were no overlaps between prede-
termined clusters. For example, suppose there are two
predetermined clusters C1 and C2 under 10 conditions. A
gene in cluster C1 would be represented as a row of the
matrix in the form of (e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), while a
gene in cluster C2 is in the form of (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, e6, e7, e8,
e9, e10). Here ei (i = 1, 2,…,10) are randomly generated
expression values under the conditions 1,2,...,10. Therefore
there are no overlaps between clusters C1 and C2 in terms
of similarity. The genes (rows in the matrix) are then
randomly swapped with each other within the matrix, and
the conditions (columns in the matrix) are also swapped
randomly. Therefore after swapping, there are no obvious
clusters in the matrix. For the above example, after swap-
ping, a gene in cluster C1 might take the form of (0, e5, e2,
0, 0, e1, 0, e4, 0, e3) while a gene in cluster C2 might
accordingly take the form of (e8, 0, 0, e6, e9, 0, e10, 0, e7, 0).
These swapped genes, with their randomly generated
expression values under the conditions, are then used as
simulated data to evaluate the effectiveness of clustering
algorithms, i.e. to see if our algorithm and other clustering
algorithms for comparison can successfully reconstruct the
predetermined clusters.
We generated four simulated data sets, named Set I, Set
II, Set III and Set IV. Each data set had the same dimension
40, i.e. the number of conditions was 40. The data set size
here represented the number of genes in the data set.
Table 1 shows the profiles of these four data sets.
The NPGGC algorithm evaluation results on these
simulated data sets, as well as the details of C statistic
value changes during the process of clustering, are shown
in Table 2, where the number of clusters is the number of
those leaf clusters in the hierarchical cluster structure
generated from the algorithm.
Med Bio Eng Comput (2007) 45:1175–1185 1179
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It can be observed from Table 2 that the algorithm
produces the same number of clusters as predefined and the
final clustering C statistic values are very high, which
means the clustering results are satisfactory. It was verified
from our detailed checking that the names of genes in each
cluster were the same as those in the corresponding pre-
defined cluster. Furthermore, all final clustering C statistic
values were not sensitive to the number of genes in the data
sets. In other words, the algorithm was stable in clustering
as it clustered genes globally, rather than locally.
To further evaluate effectiveness of our algorithm, we
compared NPGGC algorithm with the correlation search
technique (CST) algorithm which was proposed in [18].
The CST used a similar technique to that which we used in
this work, i.e. incorporating a clustering validation index
into a clustering algorithm. However, CST made use of
local, rather than global, gene similarity information in
clustering and the clusters were non-hierarchical. It was
declared in [18] that the algorithm CST outperformed some
commonly used algorithms such as Smart-CAST, CAST-FI
[19] and K-means. We compared our algorithm NPGGC
with CST on the simulated data sets in terms of the number
of clusters and three clustering validation indices: C sta-
tistic values, Jaccard Coefficient values and Rand Statistic
values [7]. The evaluation results have been presented in
Table 3.
It is observed from this evaluation that the algorithm
NPGGC outperformed the algorithm CST in many aspects
in terms of the simulated data sets. Especially, each cluster
generated from the algorithm NPGGC was the same as a
real predetermined cluster, i.e. the algorithm NPGGC
successfully reconstructed the original clusters from these
simulated data sets, while CST still generated some outli-
ers. Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 3 that CST was
sensitive to the number of genes in the data set even if the
predetermined cluster structures were well predefined. In
contrast, the algorithm NPGGC resulted in stable C statistic
values even if the number of genes was increased. This
demonstrated from another aspect that the algorithm CST
clusters genes from local, rather than global, correlation
information between genes.
It was noticed that there happened to be a large differ-
ence between the two algorithms on the simulated data sets
in terms of C statistic index, while little difference occurred
in terms of Jaccard coefficient and Rand statistic indices.
This means that although the clustering results are satis-
factory, with the approximate clustering accuracy at 99%,
the CST algorithm did not take the gene similarities into
consideration as correctly as the NPGGC did in clustering.
In actuality, from the definition of C statistic index in Sect.
2, it can be seen that if the similarity between two genes
was above the average similarity and these two gene were
clustered into the same cluster, or if the similarity between
these two genes was below the average similarity and they
Table 1 Profiles of simulated data sets
Set I Set II Set III Set IV
No. of clusters 3 5 6 8
Cluster size 100, 150, 200 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450
Data set size 450 1,000 1,350 2,200
Table 2 Evaluation results on simulated data sets
No. of
clusters
First partition
(C value)
Second partition
(C value)
Third partition
(C value)
Fourth partition
(C value)
Fifth partition
(C value)
Sixth partition
(C value)
Seventh partition
(C value)
Set I 3 0.73 0.99
Set II 5 0.62 0.74 0.89 0.99
Set III 6 0.57 0.81 0.84 0.94 0.99
Set IV 8 0.66 0.77 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.98 0.99
Table 3 Comparison of algorithms NPGGC and CST on simulated
data sets
Set I Set II Set III Set IV
NPGGC
#Clusters 3 5 6 8
C Statistic 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Jaccard Coefficient 1 1 1 1
Rand Statistic 1 1 1 1
CST
#Clusters 5 9 11 15
C Statistic 0.62 0.66 0.67 0.69
Jaccard Coefficient 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Rand Statistic 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
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were clustered into different clusters, the C statistic index
shall be higher. In other words, the CST might cluster some
genes that have higher similarities into different clusters,
while some genes that have lower similarities might be
clustered into the same cluster. That is the reason CST did
not fully reconstruct the well pre-defined clusters, and
generated more clusters than expected. In contrast, the
algorithm NPGGC reconstructed 100% of the clusters with
the expected number of clusters. Therefore, the evaluation
results demonstrated that the algorithm NPGGC considers
similarities and their mutual relationships in clustering
globally, and much more effectively.
The above evaluation results show the effectiveness of
the algorithm NPGGC on simulated data sets. To evaluate
the effectiveness of our algorithm on real data sets, we first
evaluated it on yeast microarray data sets [16]. Each yeast
gene contained 82 mRNA abundance values under differ-
ent experimental conditions.
We set up seven yeast microarray data sets for evalua-
tion as shown in Table 4. The last data set, Set VII,
contained all yeast genes that were involved in the
microarray experiment. Other data sets in Table 4 were not
pre-selected according to any pre-defined selection criteria.
They were generated by selecting partial genes sequentially
from the entire gene data set. The data sets therefore kept
the original microarray experiment results.
For comparison, we applied NPGGC, CST, hierarchical
and K-means algorithms to each data set. The hierarchical
and K-means algorithms were from Matlab R2007a. The
cosine distance metric was used in the K-means clustering,
while the average linkage type was used in the hierarchical
clustering. For the hierarchical clustering, the un-weighted
pair-group method average (UPGMA) [15] was used to
calculate the average distance between all pairs of genes in
two different clusters: let xi be the ith gene in clusterC1, xj
the jth gene in clusterC2, the average linkage distance
between clusters C1 and C2 is
P
xi2C1
P
xj2C2
dðxi;xjÞ
N1N2
; where d(xi,
xj) is the cosine distance between genes xi andxj, N1 and N2
are the number of genes in clusters C1 and C2 respectively.
The summation is taken across all the pair wise distances
between two clusters and then divided by the total number
of gene pairs, i.e. N1 N2.
For the NPGGC algorithm, as well as the hierarchical
algorithm, we selected leaf clusters in the hierarchical
clustering structure as the final clustering results. The
clustering quality was measured by Hubert’s C statistic
index. As the clustering over these real yeast data sets was
unsupervised, i.e. there was no any prior knowledge of
cluster structures of these data sets, adopting C statistic
index to measure clustering quality was therefore reason-
able. The details of data sets and the algorithm evaluation
results have been shown in Table 4.
In this table, the notation M indicates the number of main
clusters. In CST algorithm [18], a main cluster is defined as a
cluster whose size is greater than or equal to 5. For K-means
algorithm, we selected the parameter k from 2 to 50 and
chose the best clustering results in terms of C statistic value
for comparison. It is obvious from this table that algorithm
NPGGC outperformed the hierarchical and K-means algo-
rithms for all data sets, and outperformed CST algorithm for
almost all data sets in terms of C statistic values.
In terms of the number of clusters generated from these
algorithms, the algorithm NPGGC generated more rea-
sonable results than other algorithms. As yeast cells
actually go through four phases within one life cycle,
accordingly there should be four groups of genes which are
involved in these four phases respectively, and another one
cluster should contain those genes which are not relevant to
the biological process of cell cycle. So there should have
Table 4 Algorithm evaluation results on yeast microarray data sets
Set I Set II Set III Set IV Set V Set VI Set VII
Data set size 534 748 1,151 1,352 1,544 2,501 6,178
NPGGC
#Clusters 4 6 4 6 7 6 5
C_statistic 0.48 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.64 0.65 0.46
CST
#Clusters 17 (M = 7) 18 (M = 7) 28 (M = 6) 26 (M = 8) 28 (M = 7) 29 (M = 9) 71 (M = 16)
C_statistic 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.54
Hierarchical method
#Clusters 14 14 19 23 29 23 36
C_statistic 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.33
K-means (k = 2–50)
#Clusters 4 6 4 4 4 4 4
C_statistic 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.45
Med Bio Eng Comput (2007) 45:1175–1185 1181
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been five clusters in total for yeast genes [16]. The eval-
uation results of NPGGC on data set VII, which was the set
of all genes, showed that the number of clusters was five.
This result matched the actual cell-cycle of yeasts. In
contrast, CST and the hierarchical algorithms generated too
many clusters (e.g. 16 main clusters for CST and 36
clusters for the hierarchical algorithm). The number of
clusters (i.e. 4) generated by the K-means algorithm was
close to the expected 5, however, the cluster quality was
inferior to NPGGC. On average, the algorithm NPGGC
generated 5.4 clusters, while CST generated 8.6 main
clusters and the hierarchical algorithm generated 22.6
clusters which from the biology point of view drifted too
much. Although the K-means algorithm generated 4.3
clusters on average, which was close to expected 5, the
average clustering quality in terms of C statistic value was
only 0.44 while the average clustering quality of NPGGC
was 0.57.
Figure 3 shows the change profiles of C statistic values
of NPGGC when these seven data sets are clustered. It is
observed that the algorithm performance quickly achieved
a stable status. This evaluation also demonstrated that the
NPGGC algorithm was efficient in achieving high C sta-
tistic values, and was able to provide reasonable clustering
results.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm
NPGGC, we applied it to other two real gene data sets and
observed to see whether the genes in the same cluster
showed functional homogeneity. One was a yeast gene data
set which contained 2,467 genes that currently have func-
tional annotations in the Saccharomyces Genome Database
[6]; another was a colon gene data set which contained
2,000 genes in 22 normal and 40 tumor colon tissues [2].
Some of the yeast genes in the two generated clusters
are listed in Tables 5 and 6 separately. Here ORF stands for
gene Open Reading Frame. It can be seen that genes in the
same cluster do show functional homogeneity, particularly
genes in Table 5 are in the same glycolysis functional
category and share some specific functions, while genes in
Table 6 are in the same protein synthesis functional cate-
gory and involved in translation initiation.
Alon et al. [2] used a clustering method to find colon
genes that were homologous to ribosomal proteins and
appeared to be related to cellular metabolism such as an
ATP-synthase component and an elongation factor. Most
of these genes clustered together as expected for genes that
were regulated coordinately [2]. We used the clustering
results as a benchmark and checked the functional homo-
geneity of genes that were clustered into the same cluster
by NPGGC. Table 7 lists some of these colon genes that
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Fig. 3 Change profiles of C
statistic values of NPGGC on
seven real data sets
Table 5 Part of a yeast gene
cluster involved in glycolysis
ORF Gene name Functional category Specific function
YKL152C GPM1 Glycolysis Phosphoglycerate mutase
YCR012W PGK1 Glycolysis Phosphoglycerate kinase
YGR192C TDH3 Glycolysis Glyceraldehayde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 3
YJR009C TDH2 Glycolysis Glyceraldehayde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 2
YHR174W ENO2 Glycolysis Enolase II
YJL052W TDH1 Glycolysis Glyceraldehayde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 1
YKL060C FBA1 Glycolysis Aldolase
YPR074C TKL1 Pentose phosphate cycle Transketolase
YLR134W PDC5 Glycolysis Pyruvate decarboxylase
YAL038W CDC19 Glycolysis Pyruvate kinase
YGL253W HXK2 Glycolysis Hexokinase II
YOR344C TYE7 Glycolysis Basic H-L-H transcription factor
YLR153C ACS2 Acetyl-COA biosynthesis Acetyl-COenzyme A synthetase
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were clustered by [2] and by NPGGC. It is obvious that
NPGGC generates almost the same clustering results as [2].
The above evaluation demonstrated the effectiveness of
the algorithm NPGGC in terms of gene functional homo-
geneity within the same cluster.
4 Discussion
In this work, we have used similarity defined in Sect. 2 to
describe the closeness between genes, based on which the
clustering is conducted. In actuality, this similarity is in the
form of CosineCorrelation that is used to define a distance
between data objects in many clustering algorithms such as
K-means. For example, a distance could be defined as
distance = 1 – ConsinceCorrelation. In other words, if two
genes are more similar in terms of CosineCorrelation (i.e.
the value of CosineCorrelation is higher), the distance
between them is less, and vise versa. Therefore the simi-
larity definition in terms of CosineCorrelation in this work
and the distance definition based on CosineCorrelation are
two equivalent ways of describing the closeness between
genes.
One feature of this work that differentiates our algo-
rithm from traditional clustering algorithms is non-
parametric clustering and globally optimized clustering
results, i.e. a user does not need to subjectively define a
prior clustering stopping condition to perform clustering
operation. The stopping condition is automatically and
objectively determined by a globally optimized clustering
index. If further clustering will make the clustering
quality worse, the clustering is stopped. Therefore the
clustering procedure is totally determined by the nature of
the original data set, rather than the prior conditions set by
the user. In contrast, traditional clustering algorithms such
as partitional K-means [10] and hierarchical BIRCH [20]
all depend on prior determined stopping conditions [7],
e.g. the number of clusters. There are many methods
which are popular in determining the number of clusters,
such as the Gap statistic [17]. In our comparison evalu-
ations, since we adapted Hubert’s C statistic index in our
algorithm to control clustering quality and implement
clustering automation, we used this index as well in
determining the number of clusters of K-means method
for comparability.
Another feature of our algorithm is that the clustering
results are not sensitive to the order of input data, as our
clustering does not depend on local relationships among
genes. However, the representative hierarchical clustering
algorithm BIRCH is order-sensitive as it may generate
different clusters for different orders of the same input
data. Moreover, the algorithm BIRCH does not always
generate clusters that correspond to natural clusters,
because each node in the hierarchical tree can only hold
limited number of entries due to its size determined prior to
clustering [7].
Table 6 Part of a yeast gene
cluster involved in protein
synthesis
ORF Gene name Functional category Specific function
YNL062C GCD10 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF3 RNA-binding subunit
YLR291C GCD7 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF2B subunit
YGR083C GCD2 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF2B subunit
YPL237W SUI3 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF2 beta subunit
YMR146C TIF34 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF3, P39 subunit
YKL081W TEF4 Protein synthesis Translation elongation factor EF-1 gamma
YOR260W GCD1 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF2B gamma subunit
YBR079C RPG1 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF3
YPR163C TIF3 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF4B
YPR080W TEF1 Protein synthesis Translation elongation factor EF-1 ALPH
YPR016C CDC95 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor 6 (EIF6)
YDR197W CBS2 Protein synthesis COB MRNA translation activator
YOL023W IFM1 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor 2, mitochondrial
YOR017W PET127 Protein synthesis Mitochondrial translation
YBL080C PET112 Protein synthesis COX2 MRNA translation (mitochondria)
YJL102W MEF2 Protein synthesis Translation elongation factor, mitochondrial
YMR260C TIF11 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor EIF1A
YMR282C AEP2 Protein synthesis ATP9/OLI1 MRNA translation
YDL069C CBS1 Protein synthesis COB MRNA translational activator (mitochondria)
YNL244C SUI1 Protein synthesis Translation initiation factor 3 (EIF3)
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5 Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel algorithm to cluster genes
from their expression profiles (microarray data). This
algorithm addresses the issues of non-parametric, global
optimization and effectiveness in clustering. The algorithm
integrates the matrix model, matrix-based operations and
clustering quality validation in the clustering process, and
implements non-parametric, global optimal and hierarchi-
cal gene clustering. The evaluation on simulated and real
microarray data sets demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm and its potential in practical use.
Further work is to apply the algorithm to other biolog-
ical experiment data analyses and to seek for biological
explanations to the clustering results.
It has been known that original microarray data, in most
cases, contain some noise information, such as noise genes
and expression data. Filtering those noise genes from ori-
ginal microarray data sets is a feasible way of increasing
effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm. Further
research could be conducted in developing new gene
selection algorithms, and incorporation of the new gene
selection algorithms into the clustering process to achieve
higher quality clustering.
In this work, we only focus on those leaf clusters in the
generated hierarchical clustering structure. The hierarchical
information between clusters, however, could be exploited
for many other purposes such as reconstructing gene reg-
ulatory networks and revealing more inherent biological
function relationships among genes. This also could be one
of our research directions in the near future.
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Table 7 Part of a cluster of
colon genes related to ribosomal
protein
Gene No. Sequence Name Found
in [2]
Found
by
NPGGC
T63591 30UTR 60S Acidic ribosomal protein P0 (human)
p p
R50158 30 UTR Mitochondrial LON protease homolog precursor (Homo sapiens)
p p
T52642 30UTR Guanlyte kinase homolog (vaccinia virus)
p p
R85464 30UTR ATP synthase lipid-binding protein P2 precursor (human)
p p
X55715 Gene Human Hums3 mRNA for 40S ribosomal protein s3
p p
T52185 30UTR P17074 40S ribosomal protein
p p
T56934 30UTR Homo sapiens alpha NAC mRNA
p p
T47144 30UTR JN0549 ribosomal protein YL30
p p
T72879 30UTR 60S ribosomal protein L7A (human)
p p
T57633 30UTR 40S ribosomal protein S8 (human)
p p
T58861 30UTR 60S ribosomal protein L30E (Kluyveromyces lactis)
p p
T52015 30UTR Elongation factor 1-gamma(human)
p p
T57619 30UTR 40S ribosomal proteinS6 (Nicotiana tabacum)
p p
T72938 30UTR QM protein (human)
p p
R02593 30UTR 60S Acidic ribosomal protein P1 (Polyorchis penicillatus)
p p
T48804 30UTR 40S Ribosomal protein S24 (human)
p p
R01182 30UTR 60S Ribosomal protein L38 (human)
p p
T61609 30UTR Laminin receptor (human)
p p
H77302 30UTR 60S Ribosomal protein (human)
p p
U14971 Gene Human ribosomal protein S9 mRNA, complete cds
p p
H54676 30UTR 60S Ribosomal protein L18A (human)
p p
R86975 30UTR 40S Ribosomal protein S28 (human)
p p
T51560 30UTR 40S Ribosomal protein S16 (human)
p p
H09263 30UTR Elongation factor 1-ALPHA 1 (Homo sapiens)
p p
T49423 30UTR Breast basic conserved protein 1 (human)
p p
R02593 30UTR 60S Acidic Ribosomal protein P1 (Polyorchis penicillatus)
p p
T63484 30UTR Human ornithine decarboxylase antizyme (Oaz) mRNA,
complete cds
p
R22197 30UTR 60S Ribosomal protein L32 (human)
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T51496 30UTR 60S Ribosomal proteinL37A (human)
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